
Hücre	  İzotermal	  bir	  sistemdir.	  
	  
Hücrenin	  kullanabileceği	  enerji	  Gibbs	  Serbest	  Enerjisi	  
olarak	  tanımlanan	  serbest	  enerjidir.	  
	  
Serbest	  enerji	  (G)	  kimyasal	  reaksiyonun	  yönünü,	  denge	  
pozisyonunu	  ve	  yapabileceği	  işi	  belirler.	  
	  
	  
Heterotrofik	  hücreler	  serbest	  enerjiyi	  besinlerden	  alır.	  	  
	  
Fotosente;k	  hücreler	  ise	  bu	  enerjiyi	  absorbladıkları	  
güneş	  ışınlarından	  elde	  eder	  
	  	  
Her	  hücre	  ;pi	  de	  bu	  serbest	  enerjiyi	  ATP	  (Adenosin	  
trifosfat)	  gibi	  biyolojik	  işleri	  gerçekleş;rebilmek	  için	  
gerekli	  olan	  yüksek	  enerjiye	  sahip	  bileşiklere	  çevirirler	  

Hücrelerde	  alt	  ünitelerden	  makromolekül	  sentezi	  için	  enerji	  gereklidir.	  
(amino	  asitlerden	  protein	  ya	  da	  nükleo;dlerden	  nükleik	  asit	  sentezlenmesi)	  
	  
Bunun	  için	  hücreler	  serbest	  enerji	  kaynağına	  ih;yaç	  duyarlar	  



pheric O2 to form water, carbon dioxide, and other end
products, which are recycled in the environment:

C6H12O6 ! O2 888n 6CO2 ! 6H2O ! energy
(energy-yielding oxidation of glucose)

Virtually all energy transductions in cells can be traced
to this flow of electrons from one molecule to another,
in a “downhill” flow from higher to lower electrochem-
ical potential; as such, this is formally analogous to the
flow of electrons in a battery-driven electric circuit. All
these reactions involving electron flow are oxidation-
reduction reactions: one reactant is oxidized (loses
electrons) as another is reduced (gains electrons).

Creating and Maintaining Order Requires Work 
and Energy

DNA, RNA, and proteins are informational macromole-
cules. In addition to using chemical energy to form the
covalent bonds between the subunits in these polymers,
the cell must invest energy to order the subunits in their
correct sequence. It is extremely improbable that amino
acids in a mixture would spontaneously condense into a
single type of protein, with a unique sequence. This would
represent increased order in a population of molecules;
but according to the second law of thermodynamics, the
tendency in nature is toward ever-greater disorder in the
universe: the total entropy of the universe is continu-
ally increasing. To bring about the synthesis of macro-
molecules from their monomeric units, free energy must
be supplied to the system (in this case, the cell).

The randomness or disorder of the components of a
chemical system is expressed as entropy, S (Box 1–3).

Any change in randomness of
the system is expressed as
entropy change, "S, which by
convention has a positive value
when randomness increases.
J. Willard Gibbs, who devel-
oped the theory of energy
changes during chemical reac-
tions, showed that the free-
energy content, G, of any
closed system can be defined
in terms of three quantities:
enthalpy, H, reflecting the
number and kinds of bonds;

entropy, S; and the absolute temperature, T (in degrees
Kelvin). The definition of free energy is G # H $ TS.
When a chemical reaction occurs at constant tempera-
ture, the free-energy change, !G, is determined by
the enthalpy change, "H, reflecting the kinds and num-
bers of chemical bonds and noncovalent interactions
broken and formed, and the entropy change, "S, de-
scribing the change in the system’s randomness:

"G # "H $ T "S

A process tends to occur spontaneously only if "G
is negative. Yet cell function depends largely on mole-
cules, such as proteins and nucleic acids, for which the
free energy of formation is positive: the molecules are
less stable and more highly ordered than a mixture of
their monomeric components. To carry out these ther-
modynamically unfavorable, energy-requiring (ender-
gonic) reactions, cells couple them to other reactions
that liberate free energy (exergonic reactions), so that
the overall process is exergonic: the sum of the free-
energy changes is negative. The usual source of free 
energy in coupled biological reactions is the energy re-
leased by hydrolysis of phosphoanhydride bonds such
as those in adenosine triphosphate (ATP; Fig. 1–25; see
also Fig. 1–15). Here, each P! represents a phosphoryl
group:

Amino acids 888n polymer "G1 is positive (endergonic)

O P!O P! 888nO P! ! P! "G2 is negative (exergonic)

When these reactions are coupled, the sum of "G1 and
"G2 is negative—the overall process is exergonic. By
this coupling strategy, cells are able to synthesize and
maintain the information-rich polymers essential to life.

Energy Coupling Links Reactions in Biology

The central issue in bioenergetics (the study of energy
transformations in living systems) is the means by which
energy from fuel metabolism or light capture is coupled
to a cell’s energy-requiring reactions. In thinking about
energy coupling, it is useful to consider a simple me-
chanical example, as shown in Figure 1–26a. An object
at the top of an inclined plane has a certain amount of
potential energy as a result of its elevation. It tends to
slide down the plane, losing its potential energy of po-
sition as it approaches the ground. When an appropri-
ate string-and-pulley device couples the falling object to
another, smaller object, the spontaneous downward mo-
tion of the larger can lift the smaller, accomplishing a
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J. Willard Gibbs,
1839–1903
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FIGURE 1–25 Adenosine triphosphate (ATP). The removal of the ter-
minal phosphoryl group (shaded pink) of ATP, by breakage of a phos-
phoanhydride bond, is highly exergonic, and this reaction is coupled to
many endergonic reactions in the cell (as in the example in Fig. 1–26b).
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FIGURE1–25	  Adenosinetriphosphate(ATP).TheremovaloJheter-‐	  minal	  phosphoryl	  
group	  (shaded	  pink)	  of	  ATP,	  by	  breakage	  of	  a	  phos-‐	  phoanhydride	  bond,	  is	  highly	  
exergonic,	  and	  this	  reac;on	  is	  coupled	  to	  many	  endergonic	  reac;ons	  in	  the	  cell	  (as	  in	  
the	  example	  in	  Fig.	  1–26b).	  	  
	  

Her	  hücre	  ;pi	  de	  bu	  serbest	  enerjiyi	  ATP	  (Adenosin	  trifosfat)	  gibi	  biyolojik	  işleri	  
gerçekleş;rebilmek	  için	  gerekli	  olan	  yüksek	  enerjiye	  sahip	  bileşiklere	  çevirirler	  
	  



Gibbs	  Free	  Enerji	  (G):	  belli	  sıcaklık	  ve	  basınç	  alRnda	  
gerçekleşen	  bir	  reaksiyon	  boyunca	  iş	  yapabilme	  
kapasitesine	  sahip	  enerji	  miktarını	  anlaRr.	  	  
	  
Kısaca	  kimyasal	  bir	  reaksiyonun	  işe	  dönüşebilecek	  enerji	  
kapasitesidir.	  

Ürün	  ve	  reaktantlar	  arasındaki	  serbest	  enerji	  farkını	  ifade	  eder.	  

Kimyasal	  reaksiyonlar	  boyunca	  enerjinin	  değiş;ği	  teorisini	  geliş;ren	  J.	  Willard	  Gibbs	  	  
herhangi	  bir	  sistemin	  serbest	  enerji	  içeriğini	  (G)	  3	  terimle	  tanımlamışRr.	  



dG<0	  	  (-‐)	  ise	  ürünlerin	  serbest	  enerjisi	  
rektantların	  serbest	  enerjisinden	  düşük	  
demek;r.	  	  
Bu	  da	  rxn	  sonucu	  ortama	  enerji	  verildiği	  
anlamına	  gelir	  	  

dG>0	  	  (+)	  ise	  ürünlerin	  serbest	  enerjisi	  
rektantların	  serbest	  enerjisinden	  büyük	  
demek;r.	  	  
Bu	  da	  ih;yaç	  duyulan	  işin	  yapılabilmesi	  için	  
enerjiye	  ih;yaç	  olduğunu	  gösterir	  



actants, thus the reaction releases free energy, which is
then available to do work. Such reactions are exergonic;
the decline in free energy from reactants to products is
expressed as a negative value. Endergonic reactions re-
quire an input of energy, and their !G values are posi-
tive. As in mechanical processes, only part of the energy
released in exergonic chemical reactions can be used to
accomplish work. In living systems some energy is dissi-
pated as heat or lost to increasing entropy.

In living organisms, as in the mechanical example in
Figure 1–26a, an exergonic reaction can be coupled to
an endergonic reaction to drive otherwise unfavorable

reactions. Figure 1–26b (a type of graph called a reac-
tion coordinate diagram) illustrates this principle for the
conversion of glucose to glucose 6-phosphate, the first
step in the pathway for oxidation of glucose. The sim-
plest way to produce glucose 6-phosphate would be:

Reaction 1: Glucose " Pi On glucose 6-phosphate
(endergonic; !G1 is positive)

(Pi is an abbreviation for inorganic phosphate, HPO4
2#.

Don’t be concerned about the structure of these com-
pounds now; we describe them in detail later in the
book.) This reaction does not occur spontaneously; !G
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There is a tide in the affairs of men,
Which, taken at the flood, leads on to fortune;
Omitted, all the voyage of their life
Is bound in shallows and in miseries.

In addition to what this passage says overtly, it has
many hidden meanings. It not only reflects a complex
sequence of events in the play, it also echoes the play’s
ideas on conflict, ambition, and the demands of lead-
ership. Permeated with Shakespeare’s understanding
of human nature, it is very rich in information.

However, if the 125 letters making up this quota-
tion were allowed to fall into a completely random,
chaotic pattern, as shown in the following box, they
would have no meaning whatsoever.

In this form the 125 letters contain little or no infor-
mation, but they are very rich in entropy. Such con-
siderations have led to the conclusion that information
is a form of energy; information has been called “neg-
ative entropy.” In fact, the branch of mathematics called
information theory, which is basic to the programming
logic of computers, is closely related to thermodynamic
theory. Living organisms are highly ordered, nonran-
dom structures, immensely rich in information and thus
entropy-poor.
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(b) Chemical example

(a) Mechanical example
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, G Reaction 1:
Glucose " Pi →

glucose 6-phosphate

Reaction 2:
ATP → ADP " Pi Reaction 3:

Glucose " ATP →
glucose 6-phosphate " ADP

∆G1

∆G2 ∆G3

∆G3 = ∆G1 " ∆G2

Reaction coordinate

FIGURE 1–26 Energy coupling in mechanical and chemical
processes. (a) The downward motion of an object releases potential
energy that can do mechanical work. The potential energy made avail-
able by spontaneous downward motion, an exergonic process (pink),
can be coupled to the endergonic upward movement of another ob-
ject (blue). (b) In reaction 1, the formation of glucose 6-phosphate
from glucose and inorganic phosphate (Pi) yields a product of higher
energy than the two reactants. For this endergonic reaction, !G is pos-
itive. In reaction 2, the exergonic breakdown of adenosine triphos-
phate (ATP) can drive an endergonic reaction when the two reactions
are coupled. The exergonic reaction has a large, negative free-energy
change (!G2), and the endergonic reaction has a smaller, positive free-
energy change (!G1). The third reaction accomplishes the sum of re-
actions 1 and 2, and the free-energy change, !G3, is the arithmetic
sum of !G1 and !G2. Because !G3 is negative, the overall reaction
is exergonic and proceeds spontaneously.
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Hücreler	  eksergonik	  ve	  endergonik	  
reaksiyon	  çiJleri	  oluşturarak	  enerji	  
gerek;ren	  ve	  enerji	  açığa	  çıkaran	  
durumları	  beraber	  yöne;rler.	  	  
	  
Sonuçta	  elde	  edilen	  dG	  değeri	  
nega;Jir.	  



Bir	  kimyasal	  rxn	  sırasında	  kırılan	  ve	  oluşan	  bağların	  sayısıve	  çeşidini	  yansıRr	  



Bir	   sistemdeki	   rastgeleliğin	   ve	   düzensiliğin	   kan;ta;f	  
ifadesidir.	  	  
	  
Bir	   rxn	   sonucu	   ortaya	   çıkan	   ürünler	   reaksiyona	   giren	  
ürünlerden	   daha	   düzensiz	   ve	   daha	   az	   kompleks	   ise	  
reaksiyonun	   entropi	   kazandığı	   ve	   bu	   reaksşyonun	  
entropi	  arRşı	  ile	  yürüdüğü	  söylenebilir.	  

actants, thus the reaction releases free energy, which is
then available to do work. Such reactions are exergonic;
the decline in free energy from reactants to products is
expressed as a negative value. Endergonic reactions re-
quire an input of energy, and their !G values are posi-
tive. As in mechanical processes, only part of the energy
released in exergonic chemical reactions can be used to
accomplish work. In living systems some energy is dissi-
pated as heat or lost to increasing entropy.

In living organisms, as in the mechanical example in
Figure 1–26a, an exergonic reaction can be coupled to
an endergonic reaction to drive otherwise unfavorable

reactions. Figure 1–26b (a type of graph called a reac-
tion coordinate diagram) illustrates this principle for the
conversion of glucose to glucose 6-phosphate, the first
step in the pathway for oxidation of glucose. The sim-
plest way to produce glucose 6-phosphate would be:

Reaction 1: Glucose " Pi On glucose 6-phosphate
(endergonic; !G1 is positive)

(Pi is an abbreviation for inorganic phosphate, HPO4
2#.

Don’t be concerned about the structure of these com-
pounds now; we describe them in detail later in the
book.) This reaction does not occur spontaneously; !G

1.3 Physical Foundations 25

There is a tide in the affairs of men,
Which, taken at the flood, leads on to fortune;
Omitted, all the voyage of their life
Is bound in shallows and in miseries.

In addition to what this passage says overtly, it has
many hidden meanings. It not only reflects a complex
sequence of events in the play, it also echoes the play’s
ideas on conflict, ambition, and the demands of lead-
ership. Permeated with Shakespeare’s understanding
of human nature, it is very rich in information.

However, if the 125 letters making up this quota-
tion were allowed to fall into a completely random,
chaotic pattern, as shown in the following box, they
would have no meaning whatsoever.

In this form the 125 letters contain little or no infor-
mation, but they are very rich in entropy. Such con-
siderations have led to the conclusion that information
is a form of energy; information has been called “neg-
ative entropy.” In fact, the branch of mathematics called
information theory, which is basic to the programming
logic of computers, is closely related to thermodynamic
theory. Living organisms are highly ordered, nonran-
dom structures, immensely rich in information and thus
entropy-poor.
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FIGURE 1–26 Energy coupling in mechanical and chemical
processes. (a) The downward motion of an object releases potential
energy that can do mechanical work. The potential energy made avail-
able by spontaneous downward motion, an exergonic process (pink),
can be coupled to the endergonic upward movement of another ob-
ject (blue). (b) In reaction 1, the formation of glucose 6-phosphate
from glucose and inorganic phosphate (Pi) yields a product of higher
energy than the two reactants. For this endergonic reaction, !G is pos-
itive. In reaction 2, the exergonic breakdown of adenosine triphos-
phate (ATP) can drive an endergonic reaction when the two reactions
are coupled. The exergonic reaction has a large, negative free-energy
change (!G2), and the endergonic reaction has a smaller, positive free-
energy change (!G1). The third reaction accomplishes the sum of re-
actions 1 and 2, and the free-energy change, !G3, is the arithmetic
sum of !G1 and !G2. Because !G3 is negative, the overall reaction
is exergonic and proceeds spontaneously.
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Sabit	  basınç	  ve	  sıcaklık	  alRnda	  serbest	  enerji	  değişimi	  ,	  entalpi	  ve	  etnropi	  
arasındaki	  ilişki	  Gibbs-‐Helmholts	  Denklemi	  ile	  tanımlanır.	  
	  
Kimyasal	  reaksiyonlardaki	  enerji	  değişimlerini	  bu	  eşitlikten	  yararlanarak	  
değerlendirebiliriz.	  

1	  kalori=	  4.184	  joule	  
T:	  temperature	  (K)	  	  	  25	  C=	  298	  K	  (273+	  25)	  

Joule	  /mol	  
Calorie/mol	  

Joule	  /mol	  .	  Kelvin	  (J/mol.K	  

Entropi	  arjğında	  ΔS	  	  (+)	  değerdedir.	  
Sistem	  etralna	  ısı	  verdiğinde	  ΔH	  (-‐)	  değerdedir	  	  
Ve	  bu	  koşullarda	  ΔG	  (-‐)	  değerdedir.	  
	  
Dolayısıyla	  rxn	  sistemi	  kendi	  kendine	  yürüyebilien	  	  
termodinamik	  olarak	  tercih	  edilir	  bir	  reaksiyondur.	  



Reaksiyona	  giren	  sistemin	  kompozisyonu	  (reaktantlar	  ve	  ürünlerin	  karışımı)	  
	  dengeye	  erişilinceye	  kadar	  değişmeye	  devam	  eder.	  
	  
Rxna	  giren	  maddeler	  ve	  ürünlerin	  denge	  konsantrasyonunda	  ileri	  ve	  geri	  rxnların	  hızı	  eşior	  
	  ve	  sistemde	  arRk	  bir	  değişiklik	  olmamaktadır.	  
	  
Rxna	  giren	  maddelerin	  ve	  ürünlerin	  denge	  durumundaki	  konsantrasyonları	  sistemin	  	  (rxnun)	  
denge	  sabi;ni	  (Keq)	  belirler.	  	  

Serbest	  enerji	  değişimi	  (dG)	  reaksiyonun	  denge	  sabi;	  (Keq)	  ile	  doğrudan	  ilişkilidir.	  

Genel	  bir	  rxn	  için	  	  
	  
aA	  +	  bB	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  cC	  +	  dD	  
	  
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  [C]c	  [D]d	  
Keq	  =	  
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  [A]a	  [B]b	  

(Denge	  durumundaki	  	  

molar	  konsantrasyonları)	  	  

Denge	  sabi;=	  dengedeki	  reaktantların	  ve	  
ürünlerin	  oranını	  belirler	  

Sistem	  dengede	  olmadığında	  
dengeye	  doğru	  hareket	  etme	  eğilimi	  
i;ci	  bir	  güç	  oluşturur	  ve	  	  
Bu	  güç	  reaksiyonun	  serbest	  enerji	  
değişimi,	  ΔG,olarak	  ifade	  edilir	  



Standart	  koşullarda	  (25C=298K,	  1	  atm	  basınç)ve	  reaktantlar	  ve	  
ürünler	  başlangıçta	  1M	  konsantrasyonda	  olduğunda,	  sistemi	  
dengeye	  doğru	  götüren	  güç	  standart	  serbest	  enerji	  değişikliği	  ,	  	  ΔG0,	  
olarak	  tanımlanır.	  (pH	  0à	  H=	  1Molar)	  



∆G	  Bir	  reaksiyonun	  dengeden	  ne	  kadar	  uzak	  olduğunu	  
belir;r.	  

∆G	  =	  0	  ise	  sistem	  dengede	  	  



Bir	  rxnun	  denge	  sabiS	  1’den	  büyük	  ise	  serbest	  enerji	  değişimi	  negaSf	  bir	  değere	  
sahip	  olur	  
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  Keq>1	  è	  ∆G	  =	  (-‐)	  olur	  
Bir	  rxnun	  denge	  sabiS	  1’den	  küçük	  ise	  	  serbest	  enerji	  değişimi	  poziSf	  bir	  değere	  
sahip	  olur	  
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  Keq<1	  è	  ∆G	  =	  (+)	  olur	  
	  
Serbest	  enerji	  değişimi	  ve	  denge	  sabiS	  arasındaki	  ilişki	  eksponensiyeldir.	  
∆G	  =	  -‐RTlnKeq	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  ∆G	  deki	  küçük	  değişiklikler	  denge	  sabiSnde	  büyü	  değişiklilere	  

	   	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  neden	  olacak\r.	  
	  
	  

	  
	  

Kimyasal	  bir	  rxnun	  standart	  serbest	  enerji	  değeri	  (∆G0)	  denge	  sabi;ni	  (Keq)	  
anlatmanın	  alterna;f	  bir	  matema;ksel	  yoludur.	  
	  
Belli	  bir	  reaksiyon	  için	  denge	  sabi;,	  Keq,	  	  “1”	  ise	  	  standar	  serbest	  enerji	  değişimi,	  
∆G,	  “0”	  olacakRr.	  
	  
∆G	  ve	  Keq	  arasında	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  bağınRsı	  vardır.	  
	  

∆G0	  =	  –	  RT	  ln	  Keq	  
R	  =	  Gaz	  sbt,	  
T	  =	  temp	  	  

∆G	  =	  -‐RTlnKeq	  	  	  	  K=1	  è	  ∆G=	  ln1	  =0	  



Standart	  serbest	  enerji	  değişimi;	  ΔG0	  

Standart	  koşullarda	  rxna	  giren	  maddelerin	  serbest	  enerji	  içerğii	  ile	  rxn	  ürünlerinin	  
	  serbest	  enerji	  içeriği	  arasındaki	  farkRr.	  
	  
Öyleyse	  	  ΔG0	  <	  0	  è	  ürünler	  rxna	  giren	  maddelerden	  daha	  az	  serbest	  enerjiye	  sahip;r.	  
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  ve	  standart	  koşullar	  alRnda	  rxn	  kendiliğinden	  yürümektedir.	  
	  
Tüm	  kimyasal	  rxnlar	  sistemin	  serbest	  enerjisini	  düşürme	  doğrultusunda	  hareket	  etme	  	  
eğilimindedir.	  
	  
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  ΔG0	  >	  0	  è	  sistemdeki	  ürünler	  rxna	  giren	  maddelerden	  daha	  fazla	  serbest	  	  

	   	  enerjiye	  sahip;r.	  	  
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  ve	  rxn	  ters	  yönde	  gitme	  eğilimindedir.	  
	  
	  
	   Keq	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  ΔG0	  

Ø  1	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  (-‐)	  	  	  rxn	  ileri	  yönde	  hareket	  eder	  
	  	  	  	  	  1	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  (0)	  	  	  rxn	  denge	  durumunda	  
Ø  1	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  (+)	  	  	  rxn	  ters	  yönde	  hareket	  eder	  	  

(Tüm	  rxn	  komponentleri	  1M	  olarak	  başladığında)	  	  



	  

•  ∆G°	  Standart	  koşullar	  al\nda	  farklı	  reaksiyonların	  dengeden	  ne	  kadar	  	  
	  	  	  	  	  	  uzakta	  olup	  olmadığını	  kıyaslama	  ve	  saptama	  olanağı	  verir.	  
	  
•  ∆G°	  Reaksiyon	  dengeye	  geldiğinde	  serbest	  enerji	  değeri	  değişimini	  	  
	  	  	  	  	  	  ifade	  etmez.	  
.	  
•  Serbest	  enerji	  değişimi	  (∆G),	  bir	  reaksiyonun	  termodinamik	  olarak	  elverişli	  
	  	  	  	  	  olup	  olamayacağını	  belirSr.	  Oluşum	  hızını	  belirtmez.	  
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  Tepkime	  hızı	  akSvasyon	  enerjisi	  ile	  saptanır.	  
	  
	  
	  



vor the reaction. This increases by orders of magnitude
the probability of productive collisions between reac-
tants. As a result of these factors and several others,
discussed in Chapter 6, enzyme-catalyzed reactions
commonly proceed at rates greater than 1012 times
faster than the uncatalyzed reactions.

Cellular catalysts are, with a few exceptions, pro-
teins. (In some cases, RNA molecules have catalytic
roles, as discussed in Chapters 26 and 27.) Again with
a few exceptions, each enzyme catalyzes a specific 
reaction, and each reaction in a cell is catalyzed by a
different enzyme. Thousands of different enzymes are
therefore required by each cell. The multiplicity of en-
zymes, their specificity (the ability to discriminate 
between reactants), and their susceptibility to regula-
tion give cells the capacity to lower activation barriers
selectively. This selectivity is crucial for the effective
regulation of cellular processes. By allowing specific re-
actions to proceed at significant rates at particular
times, enzymes determine how matter and energy are
channeled into cellular activities.

The thousands of enzyme-catalyzed chemical reac-
tions in cells are functionally organized into many se-
quences of consecutive reactions, called pathways, in
which the product of one reaction becomes the reactant
in the next. Some pathways degrade organic nutrients
into simple end products in order to extract chemical
energy and convert it into a form useful to the cell; to-
gether these degradative, free-energy-yielding reactions
are designated catabolism. Other pathways start with
small precursor molecules and convert them to pro-
gressively larger and more complex molecules, includ-
ing proteins and nucleic acids. Such synthetic pathways,

which invariably require the input of energy, are col-
lectively designated anabolism. The overall network of
enzyme-catalyzed pathways constitutes cellular me-
tabolism. ATP is the major connecting link (the shared
intermediate) between the catabolic and anabolic com-
ponents of this network (shown schematically in Fig.
1–28). The pathways of enzyme-catalyzed reactions that
act on the main constituents of cells—proteins, fats,
sugars, and nucleic acids—are virtually identical in all
living organisms.

Metabolism Is Regulated to Achieve Balance 
and Economy

Not only do living cells simultaneously synthesize thou-
sands of different kinds of carbohydrate, fat, protein,
and nucleic acid molecules and their simpler subunits,
but they do so in the precise proportions required by
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FIGURE 1–27 Energy changes during a chemical reaction. An acti-
vation barrier, representing the transition state, must be overcome in
the conversion of reactants (A) into products (B), even though the prod-
ucts are more stable than the reactants, as indicated by a large, neg-
ative free-energy change (!G). The energy required to overcome the
activation barrier is the activation energy (!G‡). Enzymes catalyze re-
actions by lowering the activation barrier. They bind the transition-
state intermediates tightly, and the binding energy of this interaction
effectively reduces the activation energy from !G‡
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cat. (Note

that activation energy is not related to free-energy change, !G.)
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FIGURE 1–28 The central role of ATP in metabolism. ATP is the
shared chemical intermediate linking energy-releasing to energy-
requiring cell processes. Its role in the cell is analogous to that of
money in an economy: it is “earned/produced” in exergonic reactions
and “spent/consumed” in endergonic ones.
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Hücre	  içindeki	  kimyasal	  reaksiyonların	  bir	  enerji	  bariyeri	  vardır.	  	  
Buna	  akSvasyon	  bariyeri	  de	  denir	  

Herhangi	  bir	  rxnun	  gerçekleşmesi	  için	  bu	  
bariyerin	  aşılması	  gerekir.	  
	  
Reaksiyon	  sırasında	  varolan	  bağların	  kırılması	  ve	  
yenilerinin	  oluşturulması	  gerekir.	  Ilk	  olarak	  
varolan	  bağların	  kırılması	  bir	  “geçiş	  durumu”	  
meydana	  ge;rir.	  
	  
Geçiş	  durumu=	  akSvasyon	  bariyeri	  :	  hem	  
reaktantlardan	  hem	  de	  ürünlerden	  daha	  yüksek	  
bir	  serbest	  enerjiye	  sahip;r	  
	  
Reaktantlar	  ve	  geçiş	  durumu	  arasındaki	  enerji	  
farkı	  	  ak;vasyon	  enerjisi	  olarak	  tanımlanır.	  
	  
AkSvasyon	  Enerjisi	  akSvasyon	  bariyerinin	  
geçilmesi	  için	  gerekli	  enerjidir.	  
	  
	  

Enzimlerin	  geçiş	  durumundaki	  
moleküle	  bağlanması	  eksegonik	  bir	  
rxundur	  =	  enerji	  açığa	  çıkar.	  
Bu	  enerji	  ak;vasyon	  bariyerinin	  aşmak	  
diğer	  anlamda	  ak;vasyon	  enerjisi	  
düşürmek	  için	  kullanılır	  ve	  rxn	  hızlanır	  



vor the reaction. This increases by orders of magnitude
the probability of productive collisions between reac-
tants. As a result of these factors and several others,
discussed in Chapter 6, enzyme-catalyzed reactions
commonly proceed at rates greater than 1012 times
faster than the uncatalyzed reactions.

Cellular catalysts are, with a few exceptions, pro-
teins. (In some cases, RNA molecules have catalytic
roles, as discussed in Chapters 26 and 27.) Again with
a few exceptions, each enzyme catalyzes a specific 
reaction, and each reaction in a cell is catalyzed by a
different enzyme. Thousands of different enzymes are
therefore required by each cell. The multiplicity of en-
zymes, their specificity (the ability to discriminate 
between reactants), and their susceptibility to regula-
tion give cells the capacity to lower activation barriers
selectively. This selectivity is crucial for the effective
regulation of cellular processes. By allowing specific re-
actions to proceed at significant rates at particular
times, enzymes determine how matter and energy are
channeled into cellular activities.

The thousands of enzyme-catalyzed chemical reac-
tions in cells are functionally organized into many se-
quences of consecutive reactions, called pathways, in
which the product of one reaction becomes the reactant
in the next. Some pathways degrade organic nutrients
into simple end products in order to extract chemical
energy and convert it into a form useful to the cell; to-
gether these degradative, free-energy-yielding reactions
are designated catabolism. Other pathways start with
small precursor molecules and convert them to pro-
gressively larger and more complex molecules, includ-
ing proteins and nucleic acids. Such synthetic pathways,

which invariably require the input of energy, are col-
lectively designated anabolism. The overall network of
enzyme-catalyzed pathways constitutes cellular me-
tabolism. ATP is the major connecting link (the shared
intermediate) between the catabolic and anabolic com-
ponents of this network (shown schematically in Fig.
1–28). The pathways of enzyme-catalyzed reactions that
act on the main constituents of cells—proteins, fats,
sugars, and nucleic acids—are virtually identical in all
living organisms.

Metabolism Is Regulated to Achieve Balance 
and Economy

Not only do living cells simultaneously synthesize thou-
sands of different kinds of carbohydrate, fat, protein,
and nucleic acid molecules and their simpler subunits,
but they do so in the precise proportions required by
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Yolak:hücre	  içindeki	  binlerce	  enzimin	  hücrenin	  
fonksiyonlarına	  göre	  organize	  edilmesi	  ve	  düznelnmesidir	  
	  
Anabolizma:	  makormoleküllerden	  basit	  yapılı	  
moleküllerin	  elde	  edilirken	  enerji	  elde	  edilen	  yolaklar	  
	  
Katabolizma:	  öncül	  moleküllerden	  makromoleküller	  
oluşturulması	  
	  
Metabolizma:	  anabolizma	  ve	  katabolizmayı	  içeren	  tüm	  
ağa	  birden	  
	  
ATP:	  anabolizma	  ve	  katabolizma	  araındaki	  komponentler	  
arasında	  en	  temel	  bağlayıcı	  yüksek	  enerjili	  bir	  moleküldir	  



the cell under any given circumstance. For example,
during rapid cell growth the precursors of proteins and
nucleic acids must be made in large quantities, whereas
in nongrowing cells the requirement for these precur-
sors is much reduced. Key enzymes in each metabolic
pathway are regulated so that each type of precursor
molecule is produced in a quantity appropriate to the
current requirements of the cell.

Consider the pathway in E. coli that leads to the
synthesis of the amino acid isoleucine, a constituent of
proteins. The pathway has five steps catalyzed by five
different enzymes (A through F represent the interme-
diates in the pathway): 

If a cell begins to produce more isoleucine than is
needed for protein synthesis, the unused isoleucine ac-
cumulates and the increased concentration inhibits the
catalytic activity of the first enzyme in the pathway, im-
mediately slowing the production of isoleucine. Such
feedback inhibition keeps the production and utiliza-
tion of each metabolic intermediate in balance.

Although the concept of discrete pathways is an im-
portant tool for organizing our understanding of metab-
olism, it is an oversimplification. There are thousands of
metabolic intermediates in a cell, many of which are part
of more than one pathway. Metabolism would be better
represented as a meshwork of interconnected and in-
terdependent pathways. A change in the concentration
of any one metabolite would have an impact on other
pathways, starting a ripple effect that would influence
the flow of materials through other sectors of the cellu-
lar economy. The task of understanding these complex
interactions among intermediates and pathways in quan-
titative terms is daunting, but new approaches, discussed
in Chapter 15, have begun to offer important insights
into the overall regulation of metabolism. 

Cells also regulate the synthesis of their own cata-
lysts, the enzymes, in response to increased or dimin-
ished need for a metabolic product; this is the substance
of Chapter 28. The expression of genes (the translation
of information in DNA to active protein in the cell) and
synthesis of enzymes are other layers of metabolic con-
trol in the cell. All layers must be taken into account
when describing the overall control of cellular metabo-
lism. Assembling the complete picture of how the cell
regulates itself is a huge job that has only just begun.

SUMMARY 1.3 Physical Foundations

! Living cells are open systems, exchanging
matter and energy with their surroundings,
extracting and channeling energy to maintain

A
1

B C D E F
Threonine Isoleucine

enzyme

themselves in a dynamic steady state distant
from equilibrium. Energy is obtained from
sunlight or fuels by converting the energy from
electron flow into the chemical bonds of ATP. 

! The tendency for a chemical reaction to
proceed toward equilibrium can be expressed
as the free-energy change, !G, which has two
components: enthalpy change, !H, and entropy
change, !S. These variables are related by the
equation !G " !H # T !S.

! When !G of a reaction is negative, the reaction
is exergonic and tends to go toward completion;
when !G is positive, the reaction is endergonic
and tends to go in the reverse direction. When
two reactions can be summed to yield a third
reaction, the !G for this overall reaction is the
sum of the !Gs of the two separate reactions.
This provides a way to couple reactions. 

! The conversion of ATP to Pi and ADP is highly
exergonic (large negative !G), and many
endergonic cellular reactions are driven by
coupling them, through a common intermediate,
to this reaction.

! The standard free-energy change for a reaction,
!G$, is a physical constant that is related to
the equilibrium constant by the equation
!G$ " #RT ln Keq.

! Most exergonic cellular reactions proceed at
useful rates only because enzymes are present
to catalyze them. Enzymes act in part by
stabilizing the transition state, reducing the
activation energy, !G‡, and increasing the
reaction rate by many orders of magnitude.
The catalytic activity of enzymes in cells is
regulated.

! Metabolism is the sum of many interconnected
reaction sequences that interconvert cellular
metabolites. Each sequence is regulated so as
to provide what the cell needs at a given time
and to expend energy only when necessary.

1.4 Genetic Foundations
Perhaps the most remarkable property of living cells and
organisms is their ability to reproduce themselves for
countless generations with nearly perfect fidelity. This
continuity of inherited traits implies constancy, over mil-
lions of years, in the structure of the molecules that con-
tain the genetic information. Very few historical records
of civilization, even those etched in copper or carved in
stone (Fig. 1–29), have survived for a thousand years.
But there is good evidence that the genetic instructions
in living organisms have remained nearly unchanged over
very much longer periods; many bacteria have nearly

Chapter 1 The Foundations of Biochemistry28
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Metabolizma	  bir	  denge	  ve	  ekonomi	  ile	  yöne;lir	  

Feedback	  inhibisyon	  



SU	  ve	  pH	  
Su	   molekülleri	   arasındaki	   güçler	   ve	   iyonlaşma	   eğilimi	  
biyomoleküllerin	   yapısı	   ve	   fonksiyonu	   için	   kri;k	   öneme	  
sahip;r.	  
	  
Su	   ideal	   bir	   biyolojik	   solvenor.	   Canlı	   vücut	   ağırlığının	   %	   70’I	  
sudur	  ve	  bunun	  2/3’	  ü	  hücre	  içi	  sıvısıdır.	  
Bu	  nedenle	  canlılar	  için	  homeostasis	  önemlidir.	  

Vücu~a	  suyun	  dağılımını	  ,	  
	  uygun	  pH	  ve	  elektrolit	  
konsantrasyonunun	  korunması	  	  



attractions between adjacent water molecules that give
liquid water great internal cohesion. A look at the elec-
tron structure of the H2O molecule reveals the cause of
these intermolecular attractions.

Each hydrogen atom of a water molecule shares an
electron pair with the central oxygen atom. The geom-
etry of the molecule is dictated by the shapes of the
outer electron orbitals of the oxygen atom, which are
similar to the sp3 bonding orbitals of carbon (see Fig.
1–14). These orbitals describe a rough tetrahedron, with
a hydrogen atom at each of two corners and unshared
electron pairs at the other two corners (Fig. 2–1a). The
HOOOH bond angle is 104.5!, slightly less than the
109.5! of a perfect tetrahedron because of crowding by
the nonbonding orbitals of the oxygen atom.

The oxygen nucleus attracts electrons more
strongly than does the hydrogen nucleus (a proton);
that is, oxygen is more electronegative. The sharing of
electrons between H and O is therefore unequal; the
electrons are more often in the vicinity of the oxygen
atom than of the hydrogen. The result of this unequal
electron sharing is two electric dipoles in the water mol-
ecule, one along each of the HOO bonds; each hydro-
gen bears a partial positive charge (!") and the oxygen
atom bears a partial negative charge equal to the sum
of the two partial positives (2!#). As a result, there is
an electrostatic attraction between the oxygen atom of
one water molecule and the hydrogen of another (Fig.
2–1c), called a hydrogen bond. Throughout this book,
we represent hydrogen bonds with three parallel blue
lines, as in Figure 2–1c.

Hydrogen bonds are relatively weak. Those in liq-
uid water have a bond dissociation energy (the en-
ergy required to break a bond) of about 23 kJ/mol, com-
pared with 470 kJ/mol for the covalent OOH bond in

Part I Structure and Catalysis48

TABLE 2–1 Melting Point, Boiling Point, and Heat of Vaporization of Some Common Solvents

Melting point (°C) Boiling point (°C) Heat of vaporization (J/g)*

Water 0 100 2,260
Methanol (CH3OH) #98 65 1,100
Ethanol (CH3CH2OH) #117 78 854
Propanol (CH3CH2CH2OH) #127 97 687
Butanol (CH3(CH2)2CH2OH) #90 117 590
Acetone (CH3COCH3) #95 56 523
Hexane (CH3(CH2)4CH3) #98 69 423
Benzene (C6H6) 6 80 394
Butane (CH3(CH2)2CH3) #135 #0.5 381
Chloroform (CHCl3) #63 61 247

*The heat energy required to convert 1.0 g of a liquid at its boiling point, at atmospheric pressure, into its gaseous state at the same
temperature. It is a direct measure of the energy required to overcome attractive forces between molecules in the liquid phase.

104.5!

Hydrogen bond
0.177 nm

Covalent bond
0.0965 nm

H
$"

$#

$#

$"

$"

$"

(a) (b)

(c)

2$#

H

O

FIGURE 2–1 Structure of the water molecule. The dipolar nature of
the H2O molecule is shown by (a) ball-and-stick and (b) space-filling
models. The dashed lines in (a) represent the nonbonding orbitals.
There is a nearly tetrahedral arrangement of the outer-shell electron
pairs around the oxygen atom; the two hydrogen atoms have local-
ized partial positive charges ($") and the oxygen atom has a partial
negative charge (2$#). (c) Two H2O molecules joined by a hydrogen
bond (designated here, and throughout this book, by three blue lines)
between the oxygen atom of the upper molecule and a hydrogen atom
of the lower one. Hydrogen bonds are longer and weaker than cova-
lent OOH bonds.
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Oksijenin	   çekirdeğindeki	   elektronlar	  
Hidrojenin	   çekirdeğindeki	   elektronları	  
daha	  güçlü	  çeker.	  
(Oksijenin	   elektronega;fliği	   daha	  
yüksek)	  
Bu	  nedenle	  H	  ve	  O	  atomları	  arasındaki	  
elektron	  dağılımı	  eşit	  değildir.	  
	  
Bu	   eşit	   olamayan	   dağılım	   sonucu	   su	  
molekülünde	  2	  elektrik	  dipol	  oluşur.	  
Her	   bir	   hidrojen	   kısmi	   pozi;f	   	   yük	  
(δ4	  )taşırken	  buna	  karşılık	  oksijen	  atomu	  
kısmi	  nega;flik	  	  (2δ-‐)	  taşır.	  

Bunun	  sonucu	  bir	  su	  molekülün	  oksijen	  atomu	  ile	  diğer	  bir	  su	  molekülünün	  Hidrojen	  
atomu	  arasında	  	  elektrosta;k	  çekim	  sonucu	  oluşan	  bağa	  Hidrojen	  Bağı	  adı	  verilr.	  	  

Oksijene	   bağlı	   2	   hidrojen	   atomı	   ve	  
oksijenin	   paylaşılmamış	   2	   elektronu	   su	  
moleküleüne	   yaklaşık	   bir	   tetrahedral	  
yapı	  kazandırır	  



water or 348 kJ/mol for a covalent COC bond. The hy-
drogen bond is about 10% covalent, due to overlaps in
the bonding orbitals, and about 90% electrostatic. At
room temperature, the thermal energy of an aqueous
solution (the kinetic energy of motion of the individual
atoms and molecules) is of the same order of magnitude
as that required to break hydrogen bonds. When water
is heated, the increase in temperature reflects the faster
motion of individual water molecules. At any given time,
most of the molecules in liquid water are engaged in hy-
drogen bonding, but the lifetime of each hydrogen bond
is just 1 to 20 picoseconds (1 ps ! 10"12 s); upon break-
age of one hydrogen bond, another hydrogen bond
forms, with the same partner or a new one, within 0.1 ps.
The apt phrase “flickering clusters” has been applied to
the short-lived groups of water molecules interlinked by
hydrogen bonds in liquid water. The sum of all the hy-
drogen bonds between H2O molecules confers great in-
ternal cohesion on liquid water. Extended networks of
hydrogen-bonded water molecules also form bridges be-
tween solutes (proteins and nucleic acids, for example)
that allow the larger molecules to interact with each
other over distances of several nanometers without
physically touching.

The nearly tetrahedral arrangement of the orbitals
about the oxygen atom (Fig. 2–1a) allows each water
molecule to form hydrogen bonds with as many as four
neighboring water molecules. In liquid water at room
temperature and atmospheric pressure, however, water
molecules are disorganized and in continuous motion,
so that each molecule forms hydrogen bonds with an av-
erage of only 3.4 other molecules. In ice, on the other
hand, each water molecule is fixed in space and forms
hydrogen bonds with a full complement of four other
water molecules to yield a regular lattice structure (Fig.
2–2). Breaking a sufficient proportion of hydrogen
bonds to destabilize the crystal lattice of ice requires
much thermal energy, which accounts for the relatively
high melting point of water (Table 2–1). When ice melts
or water evaporates, heat is taken up by the system:

H2O(solid) 88n H2O(liquid) #H ! $5.9 kJ/mol

H2O(liquid) 88n H2O(gas) #H ! $44.0 kJ/mol

During melting or evaporation, the entropy of the
aqueous system increases as more highly ordered arrays
of water molecules relax into the less orderly hydrogen-
bonded arrays in liquid water or the wholly disordered
gaseous state. At room temperature, both the melting of
ice and the evaporation of water occur spontaneously;
the tendency of the water molecules to associate through
hydrogen bonds is outweighed by the energetic push
toward randomness. Recall that the free-energy change
(#G) must have a negative value for a process to occur
spontaneously: #G ! #H " T #S, where #G represents
the driving force, #H the enthalpy change from making

and breaking bonds, and #S the change in randomness.
Because #H is positive for melting and evaporation, it
is clearly the increase in entropy (#S) that makes #G
negative and drives these transformations.

Water Forms Hydrogen Bonds with Polar Solutes

Hydrogen bonds are not unique to water. They readily
form between an electronegative atom (the hydrogen
acceptor, usually oxygen or nitrogen with a lone pair of
electrons) and a hydrogen atom covalently bonded to
another electronegative atom (the hydrogen donor) in
the same or another molecule (Fig. 2–3). Hydrogen
atoms covalently bonded to carbon atoms do not par-
ticipate in hydrogen bonding, because carbon is only

Chapter 2 Water 49

FIGURE 2–2 Hydrogen bonding in ice. In ice, each water molecule
forms the maximum of four hydrogen bonds, creating a regular crys-
tal lattice. By contrast, in liquid water at room temperature and at-
mospheric pressure, each water molecule hydrogen-bonds with an av-
erage of 3.4 other water molecules. This crystal lattice of ice makes it
less dense than liquid water, and thus ice floats on liquid water.
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FIGURE 2–3 Common hydrogen bonds in biological systems. The
hydrogen acceptor is usually oxygen or nitrogen; the hydrogen donor
is another electronegative atom.
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Suyun	   sıvı	   halde	   bulunma	   nedeni	   bu	   H	  
bağlarının	  oluşma	  ve	  kırılma	  hızının	  	  
1	  mikrosaniye	  kadar	  olmasıdır.	  
	  
Hidrojen	   bağı	   zayıf	   bir	   nonkovalent	  
etkileşimdir.	  
	  
	   H	  bağı	  kırılma	  enerjisi	   23	  kj/mol	  

O-‐H	  arasındaki	  kovalent	  bağı	  
kırılma	  enerjisi	  

470kj/mol	  

C-‐C	  arasındaki	  kovalent	  bağı	  
kırılma	  enerjisi	  

348kj/mol	  

Su	   buz	   haldeyken	   tetrahedral	   yapı	  
nedeniyle	   	   bir	   su	   molekülü	   diğer	   4	   su	  
molekülü	  ile	  H	  bağı	  yapabilir	  ve	   	  düzenli	  
kristal	  bir	  yapı	  oluşturur	  
	  
Sıvı	  halde	   ise	  3.4	  su	  molekülü	   ile	  H	  bağı	  
yapabilmektedir.	  



attractions between adjacent water molecules that give
liquid water great internal cohesion. A look at the elec-
tron structure of the H2O molecule reveals the cause of
these intermolecular attractions.

Each hydrogen atom of a water molecule shares an
electron pair with the central oxygen atom. The geom-
etry of the molecule is dictated by the shapes of the
outer electron orbitals of the oxygen atom, which are
similar to the sp3 bonding orbitals of carbon (see Fig.
1–14). These orbitals describe a rough tetrahedron, with
a hydrogen atom at each of two corners and unshared
electron pairs at the other two corners (Fig. 2–1a). The
HOOOH bond angle is 104.5!, slightly less than the
109.5! of a perfect tetrahedron because of crowding by
the nonbonding orbitals of the oxygen atom.

The oxygen nucleus attracts electrons more
strongly than does the hydrogen nucleus (a proton);
that is, oxygen is more electronegative. The sharing of
electrons between H and O is therefore unequal; the
electrons are more often in the vicinity of the oxygen
atom than of the hydrogen. The result of this unequal
electron sharing is two electric dipoles in the water mol-
ecule, one along each of the HOO bonds; each hydro-
gen bears a partial positive charge (!") and the oxygen
atom bears a partial negative charge equal to the sum
of the two partial positives (2!#). As a result, there is
an electrostatic attraction between the oxygen atom of
one water molecule and the hydrogen of another (Fig.
2–1c), called a hydrogen bond. Throughout this book,
we represent hydrogen bonds with three parallel blue
lines, as in Figure 2–1c.

Hydrogen bonds are relatively weak. Those in liq-
uid water have a bond dissociation energy (the en-
ergy required to break a bond) of about 23 kJ/mol, com-
pared with 470 kJ/mol for the covalent OOH bond in
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TABLE 2–1 Melting Point, Boiling Point, and Heat of Vaporization of Some Common Solvents

Melting point (°C) Boiling point (°C) Heat of vaporization (J/g)*

Water 0 100 2,260
Methanol (CH3OH) #98 65 1,100
Ethanol (CH3CH2OH) #117 78 854
Propanol (CH3CH2CH2OH) #127 97 687
Butanol (CH3(CH2)2CH2OH) #90 117 590
Acetone (CH3COCH3) #95 56 523
Hexane (CH3(CH2)4CH3) #98 69 423
Benzene (C6H6) 6 80 394
Butane (CH3(CH2)2CH3) #135 #0.5 381
Chloroform (CHCl3) #63 61 247

*The heat energy required to convert 1.0 g of a liquid at its boiling point, at atmospheric pressure, into its gaseous state at the same
temperature. It is a direct measure of the energy required to overcome attractive forces between molecules in the liquid phase.

104.5!

Hydrogen bond
0.177 nm

Covalent bond
0.0965 nm

H
$"

$#

$#

$"

$"

$"

(a) (b)

(c)

2$#

H

O

FIGURE 2–1 Structure of the water molecule. The dipolar nature of
the H2O molecule is shown by (a) ball-and-stick and (b) space-filling
models. The dashed lines in (a) represent the nonbonding orbitals.
There is a nearly tetrahedral arrangement of the outer-shell electron
pairs around the oxygen atom; the two hydrogen atoms have local-
ized partial positive charges ($") and the oxygen atom has a partial
negative charge (2$#). (c) Two H2O molecules joined by a hydrogen
bond (designated here, and throughout this book, by three blue lines)
between the oxygen atom of the upper molecule and a hydrogen atom
of the lower one. Hydrogen bonds are longer and weaker than cova-
lent OOH bonds.
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Su	  molekülleri	  arasında	  gerçekleşebilen	  H	  –bağı	  suya	  hangi	  özellkleri	  katar?	  
	  
Su	  diğer	  yaygın	  çözücülere	  göre	  yüksek	  kaynama	  noktasına	  ,	  yüksek	  erime	  
noktasına	  ve	  yüksek	  buharlaşma	  ısısına	  sahip;r.	  
	  
H	  bağı	  yapabilmesi	  aynı	  zamanda	  suyun	  viskositesi	  ve	  yüzey	  geriliminin	  de	  
sebebidir.	  



water or 348 kJ/mol for a covalent COC bond. The hy-
drogen bond is about 10% covalent, due to overlaps in
the bonding orbitals, and about 90% electrostatic. At
room temperature, the thermal energy of an aqueous
solution (the kinetic energy of motion of the individual
atoms and molecules) is of the same order of magnitude
as that required to break hydrogen bonds. When water
is heated, the increase in temperature reflects the faster
motion of individual water molecules. At any given time,
most of the molecules in liquid water are engaged in hy-
drogen bonding, but the lifetime of each hydrogen bond
is just 1 to 20 picoseconds (1 ps ! 10"12 s); upon break-
age of one hydrogen bond, another hydrogen bond
forms, with the same partner or a new one, within 0.1 ps.
The apt phrase “flickering clusters” has been applied to
the short-lived groups of water molecules interlinked by
hydrogen bonds in liquid water. The sum of all the hy-
drogen bonds between H2O molecules confers great in-
ternal cohesion on liquid water. Extended networks of
hydrogen-bonded water molecules also form bridges be-
tween solutes (proteins and nucleic acids, for example)
that allow the larger molecules to interact with each
other over distances of several nanometers without
physically touching.

The nearly tetrahedral arrangement of the orbitals
about the oxygen atom (Fig. 2–1a) allows each water
molecule to form hydrogen bonds with as many as four
neighboring water molecules. In liquid water at room
temperature and atmospheric pressure, however, water
molecules are disorganized and in continuous motion,
so that each molecule forms hydrogen bonds with an av-
erage of only 3.4 other molecules. In ice, on the other
hand, each water molecule is fixed in space and forms
hydrogen bonds with a full complement of four other
water molecules to yield a regular lattice structure (Fig.
2–2). Breaking a sufficient proportion of hydrogen
bonds to destabilize the crystal lattice of ice requires
much thermal energy, which accounts for the relatively
high melting point of water (Table 2–1). When ice melts
or water evaporates, heat is taken up by the system:

H2O(solid) 88n H2O(liquid) #H ! $5.9 kJ/mol

H2O(liquid) 88n H2O(gas) #H ! $44.0 kJ/mol

During melting or evaporation, the entropy of the
aqueous system increases as more highly ordered arrays
of water molecules relax into the less orderly hydrogen-
bonded arrays in liquid water or the wholly disordered
gaseous state. At room temperature, both the melting of
ice and the evaporation of water occur spontaneously;
the tendency of the water molecules to associate through
hydrogen bonds is outweighed by the energetic push
toward randomness. Recall that the free-energy change
(#G) must have a negative value for a process to occur
spontaneously: #G ! #H " T #S, where #G represents
the driving force, #H the enthalpy change from making

and breaking bonds, and #S the change in randomness.
Because #H is positive for melting and evaporation, it
is clearly the increase in entropy (#S) that makes #G
negative and drives these transformations.

Water Forms Hydrogen Bonds with Polar Solutes

Hydrogen bonds are not unique to water. They readily
form between an electronegative atom (the hydrogen
acceptor, usually oxygen or nitrogen with a lone pair of
electrons) and a hydrogen atom covalently bonded to
another electronegative atom (the hydrogen donor) in
the same or another molecule (Fig. 2–3). Hydrogen
atoms covalently bonded to carbon atoms do not par-
ticipate in hydrogen bonding, because carbon is only
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FIGURE 2–2 Hydrogen bonding in ice. In ice, each water molecule
forms the maximum of four hydrogen bonds, creating a regular crys-
tal lattice. By contrast, in liquid water at room temperature and at-
mospheric pressure, each water molecule hydrogen-bonds with an av-
erage of 3.4 other water molecules. This crystal lattice of ice makes it
less dense than liquid water, and thus ice floats on liquid water.
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FIGURE 2–3 Common hydrogen bonds in biological systems. The
hydrogen acceptor is usually oxygen or nitrogen; the hydrogen donor
is another electronegative atom.
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H	  bağı	  su	  moleküllerine	  özel	  bir	  bağ	  değildir.	  	  	  
	  
Elektronega;f	   bir	   atom	   (O,	   N	   gibi	   boş	   elektron	   çiJine	   sahip)ve	   bir	   H	   atomu	  
(başka	  bir	  elektronega;f	  atoma	  bağlanmış	  bir	  H	  atomu)	  arasında	  aynı	  molekül	  
içinde	  ya	  da	  moleküller	  arasında	  H	  bağı	  meydana	  gelebilir.	  
	  
Su	  molekülü	  hem	  bir	  H	  akseptörü	  hem	  de	  bir	  H	  donoru	  olarak	  davranabilir	  



slightly more electronegative than hydrogen and thus
the COH bond is only very weakly polar. The distinc-
tion explains why butanol (CH3(CH2)2CH2OH) has a rel-
atively high boiling point of 117 !C, whereas butane
(CH3(CH2)2CH3) has a boiling point of only "0.5 !C. Bu-
tanol has a polar hydroxyl group and thus can form in-
termolecular hydrogen bonds. Uncharged but polar bio-
molecules such as sugars dissolve readily in water
because of the stabilizing effect of hydrogen bonds be-
tween the hydroxyl groups or carbonyl oxygen of the
sugar and the polar water molecules. Alcohols, alde-
hydes, ketones, and compounds containing NOH bonds
all form hydrogen bonds with water molecules (Fig. 2–4)
and tend to be soluble in water.

Hydrogen bonds are strongest when the bonded
molecules are oriented to maximize electrostatic inter-
action, which occurs when the hydrogen atom and the
two atoms that share it are in a straight line—that is,
when the acceptor atom is in line with the covalent bond
between the donor atom and H (Fig. 2–5). Hydrogen
bonds are thus highly directional and capable of hold-

ing two hydrogen-bonded molecules or groups in a spe-
cific geometric arrangement. As we shall see later, this
property of hydrogen bonds confers very precise three-
dimensional structures on protein and nucleic acid 
molecules, which have many intramolecular hydrogen
bonds.

Water Interacts Electrostatically 
with Charged Solutes

Water is a polar solvent. It readily dissolves most bio-
molecules, which are generally charged or polar com-
pounds (Table 2–2); compounds that dissolve easily in
water are hydrophilic (Greek, “water-loving”). In con-
trast, nonpolar solvents such as chloroform and benzene
are poor solvents for polar biomolecules but easily dis-
solve those that are hydrophobic—nonpolar molecules
such as lipids and waxes.

Water dissolves salts such as NaCl by hydrating and
stabilizing the Na# and Cl" ions, weakening the elec-
trostatic interactions between them and thus counter-
acting their tendency to associate in a crystalline lattice
(Fig. 2–6). The same factors apply to charged biomole-
cules, compounds with functional groups such as ion-
ized carboxylic acids (OCOO"), protonated amines
(ONH3

#), and phosphate esters or anhydrides. Water
readily dissolves such compounds by replacing solute-
solute hydrogen bonds with solute-water hydrogen
bonds, thus screening the electrostatic interactions be-
tween solute molecules.

Water is especially effective in screening the elec-
trostatic interactions between dissolved ions because it
has a high dielectric constant, a physical property re-
flecting the number of dipoles in a solvent. The strength,
or force (F), of ionic interactions in a solution depends
upon the magnitude of the charges (Q), the distance
between the charged groups (r), and the dielectric con-
stant (!) of the solvent in which the interactions occur:
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%
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FIGURE 2–4 Some biologically important hydrogen bonds.
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FIGURE 2–5 Directionality of the hydrogen bond. The attraction be-
tween the partial electric charges (see Fig. 2–1) is greatest when the
three atoms involved (in this case O, H, and O) lie in a straight line.
When the hydrogen-bonded moieties are structurally constrained (as
when they are parts of a single protein molecule, for example), this
ideal geometry may not be possible and the resulting hydrogen bond
is weaker.
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Alkol,	   aldehit,	   keton	   ve	   N-‐H	   bağı	  
içeren	   bileşiklerin	   hepsi	   su	   ile	   H	   bağı	  
oluşturabilir.	  
	  
H	   bağları	   protein	   ve	   nükleik	   asit	  
yapılarının	  kararlılığa	  katkıda	  bulunur.	  

Biyomolekülleri	  stabilize	  eden	  diğer	  güçler	  
(kovalent	  olmayan	  bağlar)	  
•  Elektrosta;k	  etkileşimler	  
•  Hidrofobik	  etkileşimler	  
•  Van	  der	  Waals	  etkileşimleri	  



Su	  çok	  iyi	  bir	  nükleofildir	  
	  
Birçok	  metabolik	  rxn	  elektronega;f	  moleküller	  ya	  da	  iyonlar	  olarak	  bilinen	  
nükleofil	  moleküllerin	  atakları	  ile	  gerçekleşmektedir.	  
Örneğin:	  kovalent	  bağın	  oluşumu	  ya	  da	  parçalanması	  
	  
En	  yaygın	  Hücresel	  Nükleofiller	  
	  
•  Suyun	  Oksijeni	  
•  İnorganik	  ve	  organik	  fosfaRn	  oksijeni	  
•  Tiyollerin	  sülfürü	  
•  Aminlerin	  nitrojeni	  	  

Proteinlerin,	  nükleik	  asitlerin,	  lipitlerin	  	  	  
degredasyonu	  ya	  da	  biyosentezi,	  glikojenden	  glikozil	  ünitelerinin	  salınım	  
ınükleofil	  atakları	  ile	  gerçekleşir.	  

slightly more electronegative than hydrogen and thus
the COH bond is only very weakly polar. The distinc-
tion explains why butanol (CH3(CH2)2CH2OH) has a rel-
atively high boiling point of 117 !C, whereas butane
(CH3(CH2)2CH3) has a boiling point of only "0.5 !C. Bu-
tanol has a polar hydroxyl group and thus can form in-
termolecular hydrogen bonds. Uncharged but polar bio-
molecules such as sugars dissolve readily in water
because of the stabilizing effect of hydrogen bonds be-
tween the hydroxyl groups or carbonyl oxygen of the
sugar and the polar water molecules. Alcohols, alde-
hydes, ketones, and compounds containing NOH bonds
all form hydrogen bonds with water molecules (Fig. 2–4)
and tend to be soluble in water.

Hydrogen bonds are strongest when the bonded
molecules are oriented to maximize electrostatic inter-
action, which occurs when the hydrogen atom and the
two atoms that share it are in a straight line—that is,
when the acceptor atom is in line with the covalent bond
between the donor atom and H (Fig. 2–5). Hydrogen
bonds are thus highly directional and capable of hold-

ing two hydrogen-bonded molecules or groups in a spe-
cific geometric arrangement. As we shall see later, this
property of hydrogen bonds confers very precise three-
dimensional structures on protein and nucleic acid 
molecules, which have many intramolecular hydrogen
bonds.

Water Interacts Electrostatically 
with Charged Solutes

Water is a polar solvent. It readily dissolves most bio-
molecules, which are generally charged or polar com-
pounds (Table 2–2); compounds that dissolve easily in
water are hydrophilic (Greek, “water-loving”). In con-
trast, nonpolar solvents such as chloroform and benzene
are poor solvents for polar biomolecules but easily dis-
solve those that are hydrophobic—nonpolar molecules
such as lipids and waxes.

Water dissolves salts such as NaCl by hydrating and
stabilizing the Na# and Cl" ions, weakening the elec-
trostatic interactions between them and thus counter-
acting their tendency to associate in a crystalline lattice
(Fig. 2–6). The same factors apply to charged biomole-
cules, compounds with functional groups such as ion-
ized carboxylic acids (OCOO"), protonated amines
(ONH3

#), and phosphate esters or anhydrides. Water
readily dissolves such compounds by replacing solute-
solute hydrogen bonds with solute-water hydrogen
bonds, thus screening the electrostatic interactions be-
tween solute molecules.

Water is especially effective in screening the elec-
trostatic interactions between dissolved ions because it
has a high dielectric constant, a physical property re-
flecting the number of dipoles in a solvent. The strength,
or force (F), of ionic interactions in a solution depends
upon the magnitude of the charges (Q), the distance
between the charged groups (r), and the dielectric con-
stant (!) of the solvent in which the interactions occur:
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FIGURE 2–5 Directionality of the hydrogen bond. The attraction be-
tween the partial electric charges (see Fig. 2–1) is greatest when the
three atoms involved (in this case O, H, and O) lie in a straight line.
When the hydrogen-bonded moieties are structurally constrained (as
when they are parts of a single protein molecule, for example), this
ideal geometry may not be possible and the resulting hydrogen bond
is weaker.
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Su	   polar	   bir	   çözücüdür.	   Bu	   nedenle	   yüklü	   ya	   da	   polar	   bileşikler	   suda	   kolay	  
çözünür.	  	  
Suda	  kolay	  çözünebilen	  moleküller	  HİDROFİLİK	  özelliktedir.	  
	  
Suda	   iyi	   çözünmeyen	   maddeler	   (yağ	   ve	   mum	   gibi	   nonpolar	   maddeler)	  
HİDROFOBİK	  özelliktedir.	  
Nonpolar	   moleküller	   kloroform	   ve	   benzen	   gibi	   nonpolar	   çözücülerde	   iyi	  
çözünürler	  

For water at 25 !C, ! (which is dimensionless) is 78.5,
and for the very nonpolar solvent benzene, ! is 4.6. Thus,
ionic interactions are much stronger in less polar envi-
ronments. The dependence on r2 is such that ionic at-
tractions or repulsions operate only over short dis-
tances—in the range of 10 to 40 nm (depending on the
electrolyte concentration) when the solvent is water.

Entropy Increases as Crystalline Substances Dissolve

As a salt such as NaCl dissolves, the Na" and Cl# ions
leaving the crystal lattice acquire far greater freedom of
motion (Fig. 2–6). The resulting increase in entropy
(randomness) of the system is largely responsible for
the ease of dissolving salts such as NaCl in water. In
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FIGURE 2–6 Water as solvent. Water dissolves many crystalline salts
by hydrating their component ions. The NaCl crystal lattice is disrupted
as water molecules cluster about the Cl# and Na" ions. The ionic

charges are partially neutralized, and the electrostatic attractions nec-
essary for lattice formation are weakened.
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2)	  Su	  NaCl	  gibi	  tuzların	  hidrasyonunu	  sağlayarak	  çözer.	  	  
	  	  	  	  Na	  ve	  Cl	  arasındaki	  elektrosta;k	  etkileşimleri	  zayıflaRr	  ve	  iyonları	  stabilize	  eder.	  

Su	  bileşiklerde	  3	  ;p	  çözünürlük	  oluşturur	  

1)	  H	  bağı	  yaparak	  molekülleri	  ayırır	  ve	  çözünmeyi	  sağlar.	  
	  	  	  	  	  kaR-‐kaR	  arasındaki	  Hidrojen	  bağı	  kaR-‐su	  hidrojen	  bağı	  ile	  yer	  değiş;rir.	  	  
	  	  	  	  	  Su-‐kaR	  arasındaki	  H	  bağı	  etkileşimi	  enerji;k	  olarak	  daha	  fazla	  tercih	  edilir.	  
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water, the polar, hydrophilic region interacts favorably
with the solvent and tends to dissolve, but the nonpo-
lar, hydrophobic region tends to avoid contact with the
water (Fig. 2–7a). The nonpolar regions of the mole-
cules cluster together to present the smallest hy-
drophobic area to the aqueous solvent, and the polar re-
gions are arranged to maximize their interaction with
the solvent (Fig. 2–7b). These stable structures of am-
phipathic compounds in water, called micelles, may
contain hundreds or thousands of molecules. The forces
that hold the nonpolar regions of the molecules together
are called hydrophobic interactions. The strength of
hydrophobic interactions is not due to any intrinsic at-
traction between nonpolar moieties. Rather, it results
from the system’s achieving greatest thermodynamic
stability by minimizing the number of ordered water
molecules required to surround hydrophobic portions of
the solute molecules.

Many biomolecules are amphipathic; proteins, pig-
ments, certain vitamins, and the sterols and phospho-
lipids of membranes all have polar and nonpolar surface
regions. Structures composed of these molecules are
stabilized by hydrophobic interactions among the non-

polar regions. Hydrophobic interactions among lipids,
and between lipids and proteins, are the most impor-
tant determinants of structure in biological membranes.
Hydrophobic interactions between nonpolar amino
acids also stabilize the three-dimensional structures of
proteins.

Hydrogen bonding between water and polar solutes
also causes some ordering of water molecules, but the
effect is less significant than with nonpolar solutes. Part
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FIGURE 2–7 Amphipathic compounds in aqueous solution. (a) Long-
chain fatty acids have very hydrophobic alkyl chains, each of which
is surrounded by a layer of highly ordered water molecules. (b) By
clustering together in micelles, the fatty acid molecules expose the
smallest possible hydrophobic surface area to the water, and fewer
water molecules are required in the shell of ordered water. The energy
gained by freeing immobilized water molecules stabilizes the micelle.
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3)	  Amfipa;k	  moleküllerin	  çözünürlüğü	  
	  
Polar	  veya	  yüklü	  bir	  bölge	  ve	  nonpolar	  bir	  bölge	  içeren	  
bileşiklere	  amfipa;k	  bileşikler	  denir.	  
(Hidrofilik	  ve	  hidrofobik	  kısımları	  vardır)	  
	  
Amfipa;k	  bir	  molekül	  su	  ile	  karışRrıldığında	  hidrofilik	  
kısım	  su	  ile	  etkileşirken	  hidrofobik	  kısım	  su	  ile	  temastan	  
kaçınacakRr.	  Nonpolar	  yani	  hidrofobik	  kısım	  	  biraraya	  
gelerek	  hidrofobik	  bir	  bölge	  oluşturmaya	  çalışırken	  
polar	  kısım	  maksimum	  etkileşimi	  oluşturma	  çabası	  
gösterir.	  Böylece	  MİSEL	  dediğimiz	  yapı	  meydana	  gelir.	  
	  



Proteinler,	  pigmentler,	  bazı	  vitaminler,	  steroller	  ve	  fosfolipid	  membran	  yapısı	  
polar	  ve	  nonpolar	  kısımları	  olan	  amfipa;k	  biyomoleküllerdir.	  
	  
	  Bu	  moleküller	  tafaında	  oluşturulan	  yapılar	  da	  hidrofobik	  etkileşimlerle	  kararlı	  
hale	  ge;rilir.	  
	  
Lipidler	  ve,	  lipidler	  ve	  proteinler	  arasındaki	  hidrofobik	  etkileşimler	  biyolojik	  
membranların	  bütünlüğünü	  sağlayan	  en	  önemli	  kuvvetlerdir.	  
	  
Nonpolar	  amino	  asitler	  arasında	  meydana	  gelen	  hidrofobik	  etkileşimler	  de	  
proteinlerin	  3	  boyutlu	  yapınının	  sağlanmasında	  önemlidir.	  

Misel	  yapısı	  yüzlerce	  ya	  da	  binlerce	  molekül	  
içerebilir.	  
Molekülün	  nonpolar	  kısmını	  birarada	  tutan	  
kuvvete	  hidrofobik	  etkileşimler	  denir.	  
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FIGURE 2–7 Amphipathic compounds in aqueous solution. (a) Long-
chain fatty acids have very hydrophobic alkyl chains, each of which
is surrounded by a layer of highly ordered water molecules. (b) By
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